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Cyber Consulting Services
Procorre is a next generation management consultancy that operates a unique business
model working closely with global clients to deploy thousands of highly skilled and
experienced consultants on projects around the world. Our Cyber division is a costeffective, expert security service, helping businesses manage and navigate the current and
evolving threat landscape in a digitally connected world.
Procorre have an expert team in Cyber Security with 25 years’ experience in supporting
global multinational companies – your business can have the same level of service at a
fraction of the cost. With Procorre you get more than just a team of trainees with one
leader, you get a workforce of highly skilled specialists with a history of successes. As the
experts in expert people; you will only receive the best service, delivery and experience.
Procorre’s mission is to constructively introduce a cost-effective digital platform for small to
medium-sized companies and affordable advisory consultancy services. What makes us
unique amongst other consultancy firms is our ability to nurture and retain the best talent
through inspiring new opportunities and innovation; this means that although we attract a
significant amount of applicants, we identify, place and manage only the best candidates,
either as an individual or entire workforce for large or small scale projects. Procorre has
access to thousands of specialist consultants, many of which are partners in the company.
Our consultants work alongside our highly skilled internal teams to guarantee that our client
projects are handled as if they are our own.
Characteristics of our consultants:
•
•
•

Extensive knowledge and experience
Relevant skill sets and qualifications
Considerable professional network with like-minded consultants

Our experts are at the disposal of our clients as part of our unique outsourcing service, for
both short and medium term durations.
In addition to finding suitable consultants, or indeed permanent employees for our clients,
Procorre is also able to offer global mobility services to ensure consultants or employees are
working compliantly if placed on an overseas project. We are always interested in
opportunities to partner with clients on projects and would be happy to discuss additional
services we can offer as a consultancy beyond the simple supply of consultants.

